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We connect CDL
drivers to jobs.

Drivers love working with CDL
"I wanted to thank you for the opportunity to work with you. I am really
satisfied with the position." Floyd F.
"Your guys are fantastic. Thanks for everything you have done for me."
Bruce D.
"I wish I had found out about CDL years ago." Gary L.
“I’m 59 and never had it like this. Excellent people. I’m thankful to be
here.” Doug C.
"Very truthful in the hiring process. I'm loving my job." Ashley H.
"Getting plenty of hours. Everything is great." Rob V.
"62 hours - Everyday is a great day at this job." Ed M.

CDL is trusted by major
logistics partners

Your Logo

FMCSA DRIVER FILES

Staffing &
Compliance

The Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration has an elaborate
regime for hiring CDL drivers.
From specific application content
and background vetting to
regulated drug testing, we can
hire and maintain CDL drivers for
customers around the United
States.

DRIVER DRIVEN RECRUITING

We combine the elements of traditional staffing
with the trucking industry expertise to onboard,
manage and keep CDL drivers FMCSA and DOT
compliant. Our recruiters and administrative
staff can not only speak trucking, they
understand it.

Our recruiters and staffing
professionals understand
trucking. We work with drivers
to find best fit jobs based on
preferences and locations. We
also help our clients develop
driver friendly work parameters
to help them fill trucks.
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CDL
Footprint

Remote Recruiting

48 states.
We can find and source drivers anywhere in the
lower 48. Our online recruiting and application
process allows us to seamlessly hire from
anywhere without the expense of a brick and
mortar location. It also means we can be where
ever you need us to be.

Driver Database

120 thousand.
We have a proprietary database of CDL drivers
who have applied or spoken with us in the past.
We use smart automation tools and recruiter
gathered data to cross reference drivers to
specific jobs and locations.

Real Knowledge of Trucking

CDL Labor Logistics corporate office and nerve center is located in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. CDL has
staffed drivers throughout the United States for over 11 years. We have successfully supported
logistics operations in Los Angeles and New York, as well remote areas of Nebraska and Kentucky.
We have placed drivers in local and 48 state OTR positions. Our compliance regime allows for us to
both meet and exceed FMCSA criteria while adding state specific compliance as necessary or
required.

100 years.
Our leadership team has over 100 years of
combined trucking experience, and over 20 in
staffing. Our CEO owned a 50 power unit
company. No other staffing firm has our depth in
trucking and it shows, especially to drivers.

CDL Labor Logistics
& You

Easy to Integrate

Full Compliance Support

Multiple Recruiting Paths

Find Drivers Quicker
CDL Labor Logistics can support you by staffing and supplying
CDL drivers to your locations. We can integrate our CDL drivers
into your fleet with a temp to perm model, or we can staff long
term drivers to dedicated accounts. CDL will staff the drivers and
provide FMCSA compliance in a proven model helping you to
focus on delivery and logistics and not on hiring and recruiting.
We can supplement a developed recruiting department or be
your recruiting department. Contact our CEO directly to discuss.
Paul.Timmons@go-cdl.com

Manage Expirables

